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1. Background

One of the most common techniques for joining plates is by welding. A full penetration Tbutt joint weld is a typical joint in welded structures, e.g. submarine structures. The welding
procedure itself introduces however high tensile residual stresses, originating from the
transient temperature history, which in turn contributes to accumulation of strain throughout
the entire welding process.
A typical pre-fabricated part of a submarine is an internally reinforced cylinder, with an
approximate diameter and a length of 8 m and 3 m, respectively. The plate thickness is 35
mm, see Fig. I.
The qualification of the welding parameters to the T-butt weld joint is often performed on a
plane plate, see Fig. 2. However, is the weld-induced residual stress in the plate reflecting,
with respect to weld residual stress, the welding of a large cylinder? From the point of view of
fatigue and stress corrosion cracking, the residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis is of
particular interest. However, it is tempting to assume that the cylinder shown in Fig. 1 can be
treated as a plane plate, especially as the ratio of the radius to the plate thickness, r/t, is over
100.

2. Simulation of the complete welding procedure

Due to the relatively thick plates the joint weld is built up by several weld passes, i.e. it is a
full penetration multi-pass T-butt weld. Nine weld beads build up the joint weld studied; the
FE-mesh is shown in Fig. 3. The joint weld is consecutively built up by depositing weld beads
1 through 9. The material is a high strength steel, WELDOX 700 EM, which is sensitive to
hydrogen cracking, and therefore preheat is used in an effort to increase the diffusibility of
hydrogen.
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Fig.]. Internally reinforced cylinder and the dimensions of the stiffener, dimensions in [mm]. The z- direction is
also referred to as the axial direction.
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Fig. 2. Plane plate, the same plate thickness and dimensions of the stiffener as on the cylinder shown in Fig. I.

Fig. 3. FE-mesh of the analysed weld and the surrounding area of the hull plate and the stiffener.

Prior to welding the temperature of the weld area is heated to a required minimum inter-pass
temperature of 125 °C by applying heating blankets, i.e. surface heat sources Qi and Q2, on
the outside of the hull plate as well as on one side of the web plate, see Fig. 4. The preheating
is kept throughout the entire welding procedure. This has to be handled with some caution
because a higher inter-pass temperature leads to a lower cooling rate. A too low cooling rate
between the temperatures 800 °C and 500 °C , which is the case if the inter-pass temperature
exceeds the maximum allowable value of 175 °C, leads to an unfavourable microstructure
which in turn will have a deteriorating effect on for instance the impact strength of the weld.
However, this is known not to happen if welding starts immediately as the temperature is
stabilized at 125 °C.
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The simulated temperature response throughout the entire welding procedure at point A is
shown in Fig. 5. The simulation of the welding procedure starts with a steady-state heat
transfer to simulate the imposing of preheat. As a final step after welding, the temperature of
the whole structure is cooled to the ambient temperature of 20 °C.
FE-analyses in paper A, with simplified heat-input for depositing a single weld bead, shows
that the weld residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis is reduced after completed welding
if the weld area is subjected to a tensile stress during the welding procedure, see Fig. 12. This
can be achieved either by cooling the weld area, by pre-stretching or modifying the preheat,
all aimed to impose a tensile stress around the weld area during the welding procedure.
However, cooling the weld area is not acceptable due to decreased diffusibility of hydrogen
and pre-stretching is difficult to achieve in many cases. Consequently, a possible way would
therefore be to choose the locations of the preheat so that compressive stress around the
welding area is minimized as much as possible or preferably changed into tension during the
welding process. An attempt of modifying the locations for preheat during the simulation of
the complete welding is shown in paper B. The preheat temperature is still 125 °C at the weld
area, but the heat sources on the hull plate have been shifted further out from the weld area,
see Fig. 6. However, the chosen locations shown in Fig. 6 are not necessarily the optimum
location as regards the reduction of the weld-induced axial residual stress after completed
welding procedure.
The accumulated weld residual stress is calculated by imposing the temperature history
throughout the whole welding procedure into a structural FE-model. A linear termo-elastic
material model is used in the study together with von Mises' yield criterion and associated
flow rule together with kinematic hardening and a bilinear relation between stress and strain.
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Fig. 4. Area for imposing preheat. The temperature is monitored at points A, B and C throughout the welding
procedure. This preheat is referred as the "original pre-heat" in the stress plots. The length of the preheat Q2 is
156 mm.
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Fig. 5. Temperature response throughout the welding procedure at point A (see Fig. 4.)
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Fig. 6. Area for imposing modified preheat. The heat source
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G is symmetrically in regards to the weld area. The

Paper B shows that a comparison of the weld-induced axial residual stress 1.25 mm beneath
the weld toe, along line B shown in Fig. 3, is 90 % higher in the cylindrical structure
compared with the plane plate, when using the original preheat, see Fig. 7. The corresponding
stress for the cylindrical structure is reduced by 40 % by imposing the modified preheat
compared with using the original preheat. The differences in the axial residual stress
distribution between the cylinder and the plane plate originate from the radial constraint of the
cylinder. During welding the cylinder will expand radially due to the local heating from the
weld passes and preheat, but contrary to a plane plate the cylinder is constrained to maintain
its curvature. Consequently, this locally radial growth will impose a compressive stress
around the weld area on the inside and a tensile stress on the outside, of the hull plate during
the welding. This compressive stress will be somewhat relaxed after completed welding,
when the cylinder is cooled to the ambient temperature of 20 °C, which in turn will subject the
weld area to a tensile stress which increases the axial residual stress near the weld toe.
Furthermore, the corresponding stress for a cylinder with a diameter of approximately 208 m
(r/t = 2968) is 20 % higher compared with the plane plate which shows that even this large
cylinder can not be considered as a plane plate in terms of weld-induced residual stress.
Consequently, a plane test specimen will underestimate the weld residual stress
perpendicular to the weld axis in a cylinder, even if the radius of the cylinder is very large.
However, paper C shows that a test specimen for an 8 m diameter cylinder with a wall
thickness of 35 mm needs only to have a width of approximately 1.3 rn to reflect the stress in
the real structure.
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3. Simulation of depositing a single weld bead.
The axial weld residual stress along line B after depositing the sixth weld bead during the
complete welding procedure is compared with the case when only the sixth weld bead is
deposited. The temperature history during the deposition of the sixth weld bead is extracted
from the complete temperature history calculated in paper B. The temperature history during
the deposition of the sixth weld bead is imposed into an initially strain free structure shown in
Fig. 8.
The comparison of the weld residual stress for the cylindrical structure, with r/t equal to
111, as well as for the plane plate is shown in Fig. 9, just prior to the depositing of the seventh
weld bead.
The structure is initially strain free in the case of only depositing the sixth weld bead, in
contrary to the case of the complete welding procedure, which includes the residual strain
accumulated from depositing of the previous five weld beads. Paper A shows that the weld
residual stress in the vicinity of the weld toe is more or less determined during the deposition
of the weld toe closest weld bead, i.e. in this case the sixth weld bead.

4. Simulation of depositing a single weld bead using a simplified heat-input.
The simplified heat-input for depositing of a single weld bead takes only into account the
cooling phase of the welding sequence, neglecting the phase when the temperature of the
material around the weld bead is increased due to the thermal shock caused by the welding.

Fig. 8. FE-mesh of the analysed weld during the depositing of the sixth weld bead.
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The cooling period for the deposition of the sixth weld bead is initially starting at the
temperature distribution shown in Fig. 10. The initial simplified temperature distribution is
based on the overall maximum temperature distribution during the depositing of the sixth
weld bead during the simulation of the complete welding procedure. The simplified
temperature distribution is also assumed to be rotational symmetric around the middle of the
sixth weld bead, i.e. around (r0,z0 ) see Fig. 8.
The axial residual stress distribution along line B simulated from the simplified heat-input
for the depositing of the sixth weld bead is compared with the corresponding stress during the
simulation of the complete welding procedure in Fig. 11.
It is shown in paper A that it is possible to describe the weld-induced axial stress in the
vicinity of the weld toe by assuming a rotational symmetrical simplified temperature
distribution which is linearly ramped-down. This simplified temperature distribution is also
used to investigate the influence on the weld-induced axial residual stress after completed
welding when varying preheat and pre-stretch, see Fig. 12.
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Fig. 9. Comparing weld-induced axial residual stress along line B from a simulated complete welding procedure
and from depositing of only the sixth weld bead.
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Fig. 11. Comparing weld-induced axial residual stress along line B from a simulated complete welding
procedure and from depositing of only the sixth weld bead with the simplified heat input.
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5. Conclusions.
The welding process introduces residual stress originating from the heating, melting and
cooling of material. From the point of view of fatigue and stress corrosion cracking, the weld
residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis is of particular interest. When qualifying weld
parameters for welds in large cylinders having a ratio of radius to plate thickness of
approximately 100, reference to plane plates are often made for the sake of simplicity.
However, the weld residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis is underestimated in the
plane plate compared with the cylindrical structure. This observation is especially pronounced
in connection with preheating. The source of the differences is probably due to the radial
constraint of the cylinder, compared with that of a plane plate. Consequently, a plane test
specimen will underestimate the weld residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis in a
cylinder, even if the radius of the cylinder is very large. However, a test specimen for an 8 m
diameter cylinder with a plate thickness of 35 mm needs only to have a segment width of
approximately 1.3 m to reflect the stress in the real structure.
The weld residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis in the vicinity of the weld toe is
governed by the depositing of the weld bead adjacent to the weld toe, neglecting the
accumulated strain from the previous deposited weld beads in the multi-pass joint weld.
Introducing tensile stress perpendicular to the weld axis during the entire welding procedure
reduces the weld—induced residual stress after completed welding. The plastic zone of the
weld area will be subjected to compressive stress after completed welding, which in tum will
reduce the weld residual stress after completed welding. This can be achieved by cooling off
the weld area, which in this case is not recommended since the material is sensitive to
hydrogen cracking, by pre-stretching or modifying the locations for preheating, all aimed to
impose a tensile axial stress in the area surrounding the weld area during the entire welding
process.
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Paper A

Comparisons between axisymmetric and plane strain conditions
of a thin walled structure
Berth Eriksson
Kockums AB, SE-205 55 Medina'. Sweden
Solid Mechanics, Malmö University, Sweden

Abstract

Welding introduces high tensile residual stresses, originating from the transient temperature
history, which in turn contributes to accumulation of strain throughout the entire welding
procedure. This tensile weld residual stress in conjunction with stress concentration caused by
a weld toe contributes adversely to fatigue capacity of the joint weld, as well as to stress
corrosion cracking. The aim of this study is to compare the weld-induced residual stress
perpendicular to the weld axis in the vicinity of a weld toe introduced during a multi-pass Tbutt joint weld for a cylindrical and a plane structure. The weld-induced residual stress is
compared for a weld in as welded condition.
FE-analyses in this study show that it is the depositing of the weld bead adjacent to the weld
toe, neglecting the accumulated strain from the previous deposited weld beads, that is
governing the weld-induced residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis in the vicinity of the
weld toe. The study also shows that the residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis in the
vicinity of the weld toe is around 90 % higher in a cylindrical structure compared with a plane
structure in the case of using pre-heat, compared with an increase of around 22 % in the case
of not using pre-heat. Consequently, to assess the fatigue capacity of a joint weld aimed for a
cylindrical structure from a joint weld in a plane structure is non-conservative, even if the
ratio of the radius of the cylinder to the plate thickness is over 100. Furthermore, this nonconservatism is further enhanced if pre-heat is included in the welding procedure. Introducing
tensile stress perpendicular to the weld axis during the entire welding procedure reduces the
weld-induced residual stress after completed welding. This can be achieved by cooling the
weld area, by pre-stretching or modifying the locations for the pre-heat, all aimed to impose a
tensile axial stress in the area around the weld area during the entire welding sequence.

keywords: Weld residual stress; Full penetration multi-pass T-butt joint; Pre-heat;
Pre-stretch; High strength steel; Axisymmetric; Plane strain

I. Introduction

A full penetration T-butt joint weld is a typical joint in welded structures, e.g. submarine
structures. Due to the relatively thick plates the joint welds are usually built up by several
weld passes, in effort to minimise the heat input from each weld pass, and by so reducing the
distance to the peak temperature in the area surrounding the actual weld, which in turn will
reduce the size of plastic deformation. The multi-pass T-butt joint weld studied in [2] consists
1

of nine weld beads whereas in this study the weld residual stress is compared after the sixth
weld bead is completed. The weld residual stress of a completed joint weld depends on the
transient temperature history, which in turn contributes to the accumulation of strain
throughout the entire welding process, which is a time-consuming procedure to calculate
[1,2].
However, this study is aimed to investigate how accurate the weld residual stress in the
vicinity of a weld toe of a multi-pass weld can be determined by only depositing the weld
bead closest to the weld toe, neglecting the accumulated strain from the depositing of the
previous weld beads. Furthermore, a comparison is also made of the weld residual stress
introduced during the complete welding procedure [2] and a simplified heat input of
depositing the weld bead closest to the weld toe. This simplified heat input for depositing a
single weld bead is also used to investigate the influence on the weld residual stress when
varying the pre-heat when welding a cylinder as well as a plane plate. The simplified heat
input for depositing a single weld bead is assumed to be rotational symmetric around the
middle of the weld bead. The thermal shock wave when the temperature of the material
surrounding the weld bead is increased due to the depositing of a weld bead is not included in
the simplified heat input. It is only the ramp-down, i.e. the cooling period, of the temperature,
which is taken account for in the simplified heat input. The weld residual stress is compared
after that the sixth weld pass is completed.
A heat transfer analysis is normally needed to distribute the temperature field over the
structure, prior to the structural analysis. However, in this study the temperature is imposed
directly into the structural analysis. The purpose of the pre-heat is to increase diffusibility of
hydrogen. The weld analysed in this study is a full penetration T-butt joint weld in a
reinforced cylinder, in a high strength steel Weldox 700 EM, with an aspect ratio of the radius
to the plate thickness, r/t, of 111. The FE-analysis is performed by the general purpose FEprogramme ABAQUS [3].

2. Geometry

2.1. Reinforced cylinder
The hull selected for this study is basically built up by pre-fabricated parts of internally
reinforced cylinders. A cylinder part with an axial length of 3000 mm and an inside radius of
3865 mm is pre-welded with stiffeners, see Fig. 2.1.1. The analysed joint weld in this study is
the weld between the hull plate and a stiffener, which for a submarine is a typical full
penetration T-butt joint weld. The aspect ratio of the radius to the plate thickness, r/t, is 111.
All stiffeners are tack welded onto the hull plate before the actual T-butt joints are being
welded. There are two different materials, one material for the hull, flange and web plates and
one filler metal for the weld, see further Appendix A in [2]. Temperature loads due to welding
is also stated in section 3 in [2].
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Fig. 2.1.1. Internally reinforced cylinder and the dimensions of the stiffener, dimensions [mml. The z- direction
is also referred to as the axial direction.

Welding of two different structures are studied, namely a cylinder and a large plane plate.
The welding of a cylinder is approximated as an axisymmetric case, neglecting all variations
in the 19-direction. Whereas, welding of a large plate where the length of the plate in the weld
axis is considerably larger than the thickness of the hull plate, is approximated as a plane
strain condition, neglecting all variations in the direction of the weld axis.

2.2. FE-model
The FE-model consists of the hull plate with three stiffeners. The structure is kinematically
restrained according to Fig. 2.2.1, applies both to the cylindrical structure as well as the plane
plate. The axial distance between the stiffeners is 500 mm.

500 mm

node restrained in

r- and z- direction
node restrained in
r.- direction

Fig. 2.2.1. FE-mesh of the hull plate and the stiffener, with the kinematic boundary conditions.
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The FE-model consists of 6857 8-node axisymmetric structural element (in ABAQUS
element type CAX8), with full integration, and 21388 nodes. The in ABAQUS provided
automatic time stepping is used in the structural analysis. For the plane strain condition the
structural element (in ABAQUS element type CPE8) is used, with full integration.
A linear termo-elastic material model is used in the study together with von Mises' yield
criterion and associated flow rule together with kinematic hardening and a bilinear relation
between stress and strain. The stress-strain curve, at 20 °C, is measured for both the base
metal WELDOX 700 EM and the weld metal AtomArc 12018M2. The mechanical material
data used in this study is the same as in [2]. The structure is assumed to be strain free at the
reference temperature, Tree, of 20 °C.
The FE-model of the multi-pass T-butt joint weld studied in [2] is built up consecutively by
depositing weld beads 1 through 9. However, the FE-model of the multi-pass T-butt joint
weld in this study consists only of the six first weld beads, see Fig. 2.2.2. The weld residual
stress perpendicular to the weld axis is compared along line B shown in Fig. 2.2.2.
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Fig. 2.2.2. FE-mesh of the analysed weld and the surrounding area of the hull plate and the stiffener.

3. Comparing weld residual stress distributions

3.1 Comparing weld residual stress from the simulation of the complete welding procedure
with the simulation of depositing a single weld bead.
The axial weld residual stress along line B after the depositing of the sixth weld bead,
during the simulation of the complete welding procedure [2], is compared with the case when
4

only the sixth weld bead is deposited. The comparison of the axial weld residual stress is
shown in Fig. 3.1.1, both for a cylindrical structure and a plane plate.
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Fig. 3.1.1. Comparing axial weld residual stress along line B from the complete welding procedure and from
depositing of only the sixth weld bead.

The temperature history, which is imposed into the structural FE-model, for the case of only
depositing the sixth weld bead is identical to the temperature history for depositing the sixth
weld bead during the complete welding procedure. The temperature history for the case of
only depositing the sixth weld bead includes both the temperature increase of the material
surrounding the weld bead followed by the decrease of the temperature during the cooling
period, as well as the temperature due to the pre-heat.
The difference between the residual stress distribution between the complete welding
procedure and when only depositing the sixth weld bead can be referred to the accumulated
strain from the previous deposited weld beads. The structure is initially strain free in the case
of only depositing the sixth weld bead, in contrary to the case of the complete welding
procedure, which includes the residual strain accumulated from the depositing of the previous
five weld beads. However, Fig. 3.1.1 shows that the weld residual stress in the vicinity of the
weld toe is more or less determined during the deposition of the weld toe closets weld bead,
i.e. in this case the sixth weld bead.
The agreement of weld residual stress for the plane strain condition is better between the
complete welding procedure and the welding of only the sixth weld bead, compared with the
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case of axisymmetric condition. However, it is shown that it is possible to determine with a
reasonable accuracy the weld residual stress distribution in the vicinity of the weld toe by only
depositing the closets weld bead, neglecting the weld residual stress accumulated during the
deposition of the previous weld beads. The temperature in the weld area is approximately 140
°C, both prior to as well as after the deposition of the sixth weld bead [2].
3.2. Comparing weld residual stress from a small and a large deformation FE-analysis.
Small deformation theory is used in this study as well as in [2] since small differences
between large and small deformation theory was noted on the residual stress [I]. However,
the weld residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis along line B is compared for a small
and a large deformation FE-analysis in Fig. 3.2.1.
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Fig. 3.2.1. Comparison of axial weld residual stress along line B calculated with small and large deformation FEanalysis for the case of plane strain condition when only the sixth weld bead is deposited.

The weld residual stress is compared for the case of only depositing the sixth weld bead with
the temperature history taken from the complete welding procedure of a plane plate i.e. plane
strain conditions with pre-heat [2]. The comparison of the axial residual stress in Fig. 3.2.1 is
at a temperature of 140 °C. The comparison of the axial residual stress between small and
large deformation theory is within the range of 4 To. The accuracy of small deformation
theory is therefore considered to be sufficient enough for this study.
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4. Simplified weld thermal cycle for depositing a single weld bead

4.1. Simplified heat input from a weld pass.
The simplified heat input for a deposition of a single weld bead takes only into account the
cooling phase of the welding sequence, neglecting the phase when the temperature of the
material around the weld bead is increased due to the thermal shock caused by the deposition
of the weld bead. The cooling period for the deposition of the sixth weld bead is initially
starting at the temperature distribution shown in Fig. 4.1.1 which is a polynomial fitting of the
overall maximum temperature distribution at an angle a of approximately 170 during the weld
pass of the sixth weld bead [2], disregarding the time at which the temperature occur. The
simplified temperature is assumed to be rotational symmetric around the heat source, i.e. the
middle of the sixth weld bead, see Fig. 2.2.2.
The overall maximum temperature during the depositing of the sixth weld bead can be
expressed as:
5.4625 •10-4 R5 —3.5985 •10-2 R4 + 7.0654 •10-'

T(R,41 =0

O<R<24

+1.2043R2 —1.9377 •102 R + 2.0.103

T.

— 24

(T„ To) R
150 — 24

(4.1.1)
24

150

where

T(R,Ä=0) is the initial temperature in °C
To is the initial temperature of the material surrounding the weld bead, prior to the
deposition of the weld bead (is 140 °C for the sixth weld bead)
T24 is 221 °C , temperature at T(R=24,2=0)
R is the distance from the middle of the sixth weld bead in (mm)
Å is a dimensionless load parameter.
The distance, R, from the centre of the heat source, i.e. the middle of the sixth weld bead, to a
point in the cross section plane of the heat source in the structure is given by equation (4.1.2):
(4.1.2)

R --= \i(r — ro )2 + ( z — z„)2
where

(r,z ) is the actual coordinate of the point
(ro,zo ) = (3862.61,11.1158) mm, which is the middle of the sixth weld bead
The initial temperature, T0 , is either set to the pre-heat temperature, Tp„,or to the reference
temperature, Tres, depending whether if pre-heat is used or not during the welding procedure.
The initial temperature, To, is 140 °C prior as well as after the sixth weld bead is completed.
The temperature is assumed to be linearly reduced between the radii 24 mm and 150 mm, and
outside 150 mm the temperature is held constant at the reference temperature Tres of 20 °C.
The simplified temperature distribution at /1, = 0 for the depositing the sixth weld bead is
shown in Fig. 4.1.1.
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Fig. 4.1.1. Temperature distribution at 2=0 around the sixth weld bead.

The increase in temperature, AT, due to depositing the sixth weld bead can therefore be
expressed as, see Fig. 4.1.1:

AT (R, = 0) = T (R, = 0)—T,

(4.1.3)

The simulation of the simplified welding procedure of a single weld bead is based on
starting the welding procedure, at 2. = 0, with imposing the temperature distribution shown in
Fig. 4.1.1 on the structure, followed by letting the structure cool off, i.e. ramp-down, to the
pre-heat temperature, To, according to equation (4.1.4). The temperature is when finally
brought down to the reference temperature, Tref , according to equation (4.1.5). The study is
not including any heat transfer analysis, the temperature field is impost directly to the nodes
as a function of their coordinates in the structural FE-analysis.
The load parameter 2 for the ramp-down of the temperature in Fig. 4.1.2 is increasing
monotonously from 0 to 1. The simplified depositing of a weld bead is given by equations
(4.1.4 and 4.1.5):

T(R, 2) = + (T (R, = 0) —T0 )(1-22)

05_250.5

T (R, 2) = — (T, —Tr )(22, —1)

(4.1.4)
(4.1.5)
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where
To is the pre-heat temperature
is the reference temperature (20 °C)
T(R,2=0) is the initial temperature distribution, see Fig. 4.1 1.
A, is a dimensionless load parameter.
Tf

T(R,2),Arn
T(R,2=0)
Tp„
Tref

0

0.5

1

2,[-]

Fig. 4.1.2. The simplified temperature input for a weld pass. The ramp-down between 0 and 0.5 is following equ.
(4.1.4), whereas the ramp-down between 0.5 and 1 is following equ. (4.1.5). T(R,),=0) is according to Fig. 4.1.1.

Temperature higher than the softening temperature, Ts, is set to Ts in equation (4.1.4), see
Fig. 4.1.1. The softening temperature, Ts, is defined as temperature at which the yield stress is
so low that the material has low capacity to carry load [1,2].

4.2. Simplified pre-heat
Prior to welding the weld area is heated to a required inter-pass temperature between 125 °C
and 175 °C, by applying heating blankets on the outside of the hull plate and on one side of
the web plate [2]. Those heating blankets are kept throughout the entire welding procedure.
However, for the simplified pre-heat segments, between fixed distances are imposed with the
pre-heat temperature Tp, prior to the depositing of the sixth weld bead according to section
4.1.
Besides the case of no pre-heat are all the combinations of different pre-heat temperatures
and their distances listed below, which are analysed in this study. Furthermore, one case of
keeping the end surface of the cylinder pre-stretched during the entire depositing of the sixth
weld bead is also included in this study. The pre-stretch is removed first after that the
temperature of the entire structure is cooled to the ambient temperature of 20 °C. The
distances for imposing the pre-heat temperatures as well as the pre-stretch are shown in Fig.
4.2.1.
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Fig. 4.2.1. Distances for imposing pre-heat temperatures and applying the pre-stretch

The following combinations of pre-heat are analysed in this study:
—The segment between b = -150 mm z 5 c = 150 mm (i.e. the length, 1, of the pre-heat is
300 mm) a pre-heat temperature Tp„ of 125 °C is imposed on the body. Segments outside b
and c are kept at a reference temperature Tref of 20 °C. This case is referred to as the "original
pre-heat" in the stress plots.
—The segment between b = -80 mm .5 z .5 c = 80 mm (i.e. the length 1 of the pre-heat is 160
mm) a pre-heat temperature Tp„ of 125 °C is imposed on the body. Segments outside b and c
are kept at a reference temperature Tref of 20 °C.
—The segment between b = -300 mm 5 z .5 c = 300 mm (i.e. the length I of the pre-heat is 600
mm) a pre-heat temperature Tp„ of 125 °C is imposed on the body. Segments outside b and c
are kept at a reference temperature Tref of 20 °C.
—The segment between b = -100 mm z c = 100 mm a pre-heat temperature Tpre of 125 °C
is imposed on the body whereas segments between a = -400 mm z < b = -100 mm and c =
100 mm <z < d = 400 mm are imposed with a pre-heat temperature Tp„ of 300 °C. Segments
outside a and d are kept at a reference temperature Tref of 20 °C. This case is referred to as the
"modified pre-heat" in the stress plots.
—The segment between b = -150 mm z 5 c = 150 mm a pre-heat temperature Tim., of -125 °C
is imposed on the body (actually cooling of the weld area, prior to the welding). Segments
outside b and c are kept at the reference temperature Tref of 20 °C.
—The segment between b = -150 mm z 5 c = 150 mm a pre-heat temperature Tp„ of 125 °C
is imposed on the body. Segments outside b and c are kept at the reference temperature T(ef of
20 °C. Furthermore, the end surface is pre-stretched with a tensile stress erse of 230 MPa. The
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pre-stretching is applied prior to the welding and kept throughout the whole welding
procedure. The pre-stretch is removed first after that the structure is cooled off to the ambient
temperature i.e. Trd.

5. Comparing weld residual stress distributions, simplified heat input

5.1 Comparing the weld residual stress from the simplified and the simulation of a complete
welding procedure.
The comparison of the axial residual stress distribution is performed after the deposition of
the sixth weld bead during the simulation of the complete welding procedure [2] and from the
corresponding simplified welding procedure of the sixth weld pass, shown in section 4.1. The
temperature in the area around the weld area is approximately 140 °C, both prior to as well as
after the deposition of the sixth weld bead [2]. Consequently, the temperature of the segment
between b = -150 mm and c = 150 mm, see Fig. 4.2.1, is set to 140 °C (i.e. To in equation
(4.1.4)), prior to applying the simplified heat input simulating the deposition of the sixth weld
bead. Furthermore, the weld residual stress is also compared at a temperature of 140 °C, as
this is approximately the temperature of the area around the weld just before starting the
depositing of the seventh weld pass. The stress distribution from the cylindrical structure and
from the plane plate are shown in Fig. 5.1.1.
600

400

200

0
0.

-200

— axisym., complete welding procedure (ref. [21)
-•-• axisym., simplified welding of the sixth weld bead
--• plane strain, complete welding procedure (ref [21)
-• plane strain, simplified welding of the sixth weld bead

-400

-600

-800

0

5

10

15
20
25
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30

35

40

Fig. 5.1.1. Comparing axial weld residual stress along line B from the complete welding procedure and from the
simplified welding of the sixth weld bead.
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Fig. 5.1.1 shows for the complete welding procedure [2] that the axial weld stress is
approximately 1.3 times higher at 1.25 mm beneath the weld toe for the cylindrical structure,
compared with the plane plate after the sixth weld bead is completed, just prior to the
depositing of the seventh weld bead. However, this difference will increase to approximately
2 times when the entire welding procedure of the nine weld passes is completed, i.e. the entire
structure is cooled off to the ambient temperature of 20 °C [2]. Immediately after a weld bead
has been deposited where are no differences of the axial residual stress within a distance of
approximately 2 to 3 mm below the weld toe between the cylindrical structure and the plane
plate.
The simplified temperature distribution for the depositing of the sixth weld bead is
capturing, within reasonable accuracy, the stress distribution in the vicinity of the weld toe,
compared with the distribution from the complete welding procedure. The deviation of the
stress distribution between the simplified and complete welding procedure follows much the
deviations shown in Fig. 3.1.1, when the temperature distribution from the complete welding
procedure [2] was used for the depositing of the sixth weld bead. However, the deviation is
more pronounced for the simplified welding procedure, especially for the cylindrical
structure. The reason for this, besides the lack of accumulated stress from depositing of the
previous weld beads, could be that the temperature between —150 and 150 mm, i.e. the area
around the weld, is held at a constant temperature of 140 °C and the temperature outside this
area is held at 20 °C, when comparing the stress. However, the simplified welding procedure
is aimed to be used as a simple tool to study the effects of varying pre-heat, pre-stretch and to
investigate differences between axisymmetric and plane strain conditions.

5.2. Comparing weld residual stress due to different pre-heat for axis.ymmetric and plane
strain condition.
The effect on the axial residual stress due to varying the pre-heat temperature for an
axisymmetric as well as for a plane strain condition is investigated in this section. One case of
pre-stretching a cylinder is also included in the comparison. The heat-input for depositing the
sixth weld bead follows the simplified heat-input stated in section 4.1, and the simplified preheat cases stated in section 4.2. The temperature of the entire structure is 20 °C when the axial
residual stress is compare in Fig. 5.2.1.
The FE-analyses in this study show that the weld-induced residual stress perpendicular to
the weld axis is about 22 % higher, 1.25 mm below the weld toe, for a cylindrical structure
compared with a plane plate, without the use of pre-heat during the welding process, see Fig.
5.2.1.a. However, including pre-heat during the welding process to a cylinder increases the
axial residual stress after completed welding by 35 % whereas the corresponding stress is
reduced for a plane plate by 14 %, see Fig. 5.2.1.a. This will in turn increase the weld-induced
residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis for a cylinder to about 90 % higher compared
with the plane plate, when using pre-heat. The incorporation of pre-heat during the welding
process to a cylinder will increase the radial expansion of the weld area, which is followed by
an increase of the compressive bending stress on the inside of the hull plate, compared with
the case without pre-heat. This compressive bending stress will in turn impose an increase of
the bending tensile stress on the inside of the hull plate after completed welding, when the
temperature of the entire structure is cooled off to 20 °C. The opposite effect is seen for a
plane plate where the pre-heat is expanding the volume of the material surrounding the weld
area. The material around the weld is contracted when the plate is cooled to the ambient
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temperature of 20 °C, which in turn will subject the plastic zone of the weld area to a
compressive stress which in turn reduces the axial residual stress near the weld toe. The axial
length of the pre-heat segment has no or very little effect on the axial residual stress, see Fig.
5.2.1.b.
The opposite effect, compared with the case of including pre-heat, is obtained by cooling
the area around the weld. The effect of cooling the area around the weld, prior to the
depositing of any weld bead is that the axial residual stress is reduced for the cylindrical
structure, whereas it is increased for a plane plate, see Fig. 5.2.1.c. The axial residual weld
stress, for the cylindrical structure, is significantly reduced by a cooling of the weld area,
followed by pre-stretching the weld area during the entire welding process, see Fig.5.2.1.d.
However, pre-stretching could in many cases be difficult to achieve and cooling the weld area
is not acceptable, due to diffusibility of hydrogen. However, a possible way to reduce the
axial residual stress would be to choose the locations of the pre-heat so that the compressive
stress around the welding area is minimised as much as possible, or preferable changed to
tension during the entire welding process Pit The case with the modified pre-heat, shown in
Fig. 5.2.1.d, is a feasible way of reducing the compressive bending stress on the inside of the
hull plate during the entire welding process, which in turn will reduce the axial residual stress
after completed welding.
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6. Discussions
The weld residual stress of a completed joint weld depends on the transient temperature
history, which contributes to the accumulation of strain throughout the entire welding process,
which in turn is a time-consuming procedure to calculate and therefore not suitable as a
procedure for a parametric study. However, FE-analyses of the welding of the sixth weld pass
show that it is the deposition of the weld bead closest to the weld toe, neglecting the
accumulated strain from the previous deposited weld beads that is governing the axial residual
stress in the vicinity of the weld toe.
Furthermore, the simplified heat input used in this study shows also a reasonable good
agreement of the axial residual stress distribution in the vicinity of the weld toe, compared
with the complete welding procedure [2]. However, this agreement is better for the plane
strain condition compared with the axisymmetric condition, both for the case of only
depositing the sixth weld bead as well as for the case of simplified heat input. The difference
between the stress distribution between the complete welding procedure and the case of only
depositing the sixth weld bead can be referred to accumulated strain from the previous
deposited weld beads. However, the deviation is more pronounced for the simplified welding
procedure, especially for the cylindrical structure. The reason for this, besides the lack of
accumulated strain from the depositing of the previous weld beads, could be that the
temperature between —150 and 150 mm, i.e. the area around the weld, is held at a constant
temperature of 140 °C at the same time as the temperature outside this area is held at 20 °C,
when comparing the stresses, i.e. a discontinuous temperature distribution. Nevertheless, the
simplified welding procedure used in this study is sufficiently accurate to capture the relative
differences of the axial residual stress in the vicinity of the weld toe caused by varying the
pre-heat as well as the differences between axisymmetric and plane strain conditions.
The axial residual stress is compared after the depositing of the sixth weld bead out of a
total of nine weld beads in the welded joint. The simplified welding procedure is not
considering the stress accumulated in the surrounding area during the depositing of the
previous five weld beads. In spite of this the agreement between the axial residual stress
calculated with the simplified approach is acceptable in the vicinity of the weld toe, compared
with the case of simulation of the complete welding procedure. Furthermore, the temperatures
simulating the heat input from the depositing of the sixth weld bead as well as the
temperatures due to the pre-heat are all imposed into the structural FE-analyses, i.e. no heat
transfer analysis is performed prior to the structural analysis.

7. Conclusions
The differences in the axial residual stress distribution between a cylinder and a plane plate
originate from the radial constraint of the cylinder. During welding the cylinder expands
radially due to the local heating from the weld passes and pre-heat, but in contrary to a plane
plate the cylinder possesses resistance to bend due to the radial constraint of the cylinder.
Consequently, this local radial expansion will impose a compressive stress around the weld
area on the inside of the hull plate during the welding, as well as a tensile stress on the
outside. This compressive stress will be somewhat relaxed after completed welding, when the
cylinder is cooled off to the ambient temperature of 20 °C, which in turn will subject the
plastic zone of the weld area to a tensile stress which increases the axial residual stress near
the weld toe. However, the non-uniform pre-heat increases the radial expansion of the
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cylinder during the welding which in turn increases the axial residual stress when the structure
is cooled to the ambient temperature of 20 °C, by imposing a higher compress stress around
the weld area during the welding.
The opposite effect is seen for a plane plate where the pre-heat is expanding the volume of
the material around the weld. The material around the weld is subsequently contracted when
the plate is cooled to the ambient temperature of 20 °C, which in turn will subject the plastic
zone of the weld area to a compressive stress which reduces the axial residual stress near the
weld toe. The opposite effect is obtained by cooling the area around the weld. The effect of
cooling this area prior to any weld is that the axial residual stress is reduced for the cylindrical
structure whereas it is increased for a plane plate. The axial length of the pre-heat has no
effect on the axial residual stress. Cooling the weld area followed by imposing pre-stretch
during the welding process significantly reduces the axial residual weld stress, for a
cylindrical structure. However, pre-stretching is in many cases difficult to achieve and cooling
the weld area is not acceptable, due to diffusibility of hydrogen. A possible way would
therefore be to choose the locations of the pre-heat so that the compressive stress around the
welding area is minimised as much as possible, or preferable changed to tension during the
welding process.
FE-analyses in this study show that it is the depositing of the weld bead adjacent to the weld
toe, neglecting the accumulated strain from the previous deposited weld beads, that is
governing the weld-induced residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis in the vicinity of the
weld toe. Consequently, the axial residual stress in the vicinity of the weld toe adjacent to the
sixth weld bead will probably only be affected to a minor extent by the depositing of the
seventh to the ninth weld bead as the depositing of the first five weld beads only have a minor
effect on the axial residual stress at the addressed weld toe. The study also shows that
including pre-heat in the welding process will increase the difference from 22 % to 90 % of
the axial residual stress in the vicinity of the weld toe between a cylindrical structure and a
plane plate. Consequently, to assess the fatigue capacity of a joint weld aimed for a cylindrical
structure from a joint weld in a plane plate is non-conservative, especially if pre-heat is used
in the welding process.
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Abstract
One of the most common techniques for joining plates in shipbuilding is welding. Welding
introduces however high tensile residual stresses, originating from plastic deformation during
the repeated heating and cooling of the material in the weld as well as in adjacent areas. This
tensile weld residual stress in conjunction with stress concentration caused by the weld toe
contributes adversely to fatigue capacity of the joint weld, as well as to stress corrosion
cracking. The magnitude of the weld residual stress depends significantly on constraint and
heat input during welding. The aim of this study is to investigate the differences in the weld
residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis, in the vicinity of the weld toe for a full
penetration multi-pass T-butt joint weld, in a reinforced cylinder and plane plate, respectively.
This comparison is of interest for the cases when weld procedures are qualified on a plane
plate and later on might be used on a cylindrical structure. Or likewise in the case of
performing a fatigue test of a weld aimed for a cylindrical structure on a weld that has been
welded on a plane plate, since axial residual stress is of importance for defects initiated from
the weld toe. FE-analyses in this study show that the weld residual stress perpendicular to the
weld axis in the vicinity of a weld toe is around 90 % higher in a cylindrical structure
compared with a plane plate. Even a very large cylinder, with a radius to plate thickness ratio
of around 3000, can still not fully be considered as a plane plate when it comes to comparing
the weld residual stress perpendicular to the weld axis. To assess the fatigue resistance of a
joint weld in a cylindrical structure from a joint welded on a plane plate is therefore nonconservative. The weld induced residual stress is compared for a weld in as welded condition.
keywords: Weld residual stress; Full penetration multi-pass 1-butt joint weld; Pre-heat;
High strength steel; Axisymmetric; Plane strain

I. Introduction

A full penetration T-butt joint weld is a typical joint in welded structures, e.g. submarine
structures. Due to the relatively thick plates the joint welds are usually built up by several
weld passes, in effort to minimise the heat input from each weld pass, and by so reducing the
distance to the peak temperature in the area surrounding the actual weld, which in turn will
reduce the size of plastic deformation. The procedure in this study for calculating the weld
residual stress is by first determining the transient temperature history throughout the entire
welding procedure of all weld beads, followed by a structural analysis [2]. The weld residual
stress is determined by two separated analyses, a thermal analysis followed by a structural
analysis, using the general purpose FE-programme ABAQUS [3]. The thermomechanical
1

coupling was found to be weak [4]. It is therefore possible to solve the temperature and stress
analyses uncoupled. The mesh of the two FE-models used in the thermal and structural
analyses are identical. The material is a ferritic steel and phase changes were not incorporated
into the structural analysis.
A weld bead is built up as the weld torch travels along the weld axis, which geometrically is
a 3D-problem. However, in this study the weld bead is deposited around the entire weld axis
at the same time. This assumption, which simplifies the FE-analysis, implies that the heat
conduction in the circumferential direction is neglected. Measurements of the weld residual
stress have shown that the stress is reasonably constant along the weld axis [2]. This study [2]
also justifies the simplified assumption of depositing the entire bead at the same time.
However, by simplifying the 3D-problem to a 2D-problem the temperature distribution must
be correlated to a micrograph of the weld. This is achieved by correlating the distance from
the weld profile to the location in the FE-model, which corresponds to a maximum
temperature throughout the entire welding procedure of 750 °C, at which temperature a
notable change in the microstructure is seen. An inter-pass temperature in the weld area is
also included in the welding procedure, this pre-heat was held throughout the welding of all
beads. The purpose of the pre-heat is to increase the diffusibility of hydrogen.
The weld analysed in this study is a full penetration T-butt joint weld in an internally
reinforced cylinder, in a high strength steel Weldox 700 EM, with an aspect ratio of the radius
to the plate thickness, r/t, of Ill. The aim of this study is to investigate the justification of
representing this reinforced cylinder by a plane plate when it comes to comparing the weld
induced axial residual stress in the vicinity of the weld toe. The comparison is of interest both
for qualification of weld parameters for welds used in cylindrical structures and fatigue tests
of welded joints as fatigue tests are often performed on plane test specimens [1].

2. Geometry

2.1. Reinforced cylinder
The hull selected for this study is basically built up by pre-fabricated parts of internally
reinforced cylinders. A cylinder part with an axial length of 3000 mm and an inside radius of
3865 mm is pre-welded with stiffeners, see Fig. 2.1.1. The welded joint analysed in this study
is situated between the hull plate and a stiffener, which for a submarine is a typical full
penetration T-butt joint weld. The aspect ratio of the radius to the plate thickness, r/t, is Ill.
All stiffeners are tack welded onto the hull plate before the actual T-butt joints are welded.
There are two different materials, one material for the hull, flange and web plates and one
filler metal for the weld, see further Appendix A. Temperature loads due to welding are stated
in section 3.
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Fig. 2.1.1. Internally reinforced cylinder and the dimensions of the stiffener, dimensions [mm]. The z- direction
is also referred to as the axial direction.

Welding of two different structures are studied, namely a cylinder and a large plane plate.
The welding of a cylinder is approximated as an axisymmetric case, neglecting all variations
in the 0-direction. Whereas, welding of a large plate where the length of the plate in the weld
axis is considerably larger than the thickness of the hull plate, is approximated as a plane
strain condition, neglecting all variations in the direction of the weld axis.

2.2. FE-model
The FE-model consists of the hull plate with three stiffeners, boundary conditions invoking
symmetry is assumed for the structural analysis at the end surfaces, approximating welding of
any of the two stiffeners located in the middle of the cylinder, see Fig. 2.2.1.

500 mm

"ffimiummÄt
syrnithttry
(surface kept perpendicular to z- direction)

symmetry
(surface restrained in z- direction)

Fig. 2.2.1. FE-model of the hull plate and the stiffeners, with the kinematic boundary conditions.

Heat losses during the welding due to convection and radiation are taken into account by
letting the free surface of the structure to be surrounded by air. However, the end surfaces of
the hull plate are considered as surrounded by air in the thermal analysis even if they actually
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are subjected to conduction, as only three out of the six stiffeners are included in the FEmodel. The temperature distribution in the weld area is assumed to be more or less unaffected
by the assumption of letting the end surfaces be surrounded by air, compared with the case of
the cylinder being modelled to its full extent. The axial distance between the stiffeners is 500
mm.
The FE-mesh of the analysed joint weld, and its different beads, between hull plate and
stiffener web is shown in Fig. 2.2.2. The different weld beads and the order in which they are
deposited, starting with weld bead 1 and ending with weld bead 9, are also shown in Fig.
2.2.2. Line A and Line B are lines at which the axial weld residual stress is evaluated. The
material properties of the weld filler material, weld beads 1 through 9, are associated to the
weld metal, whereas the rest of the structure is associated to the base metal.
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Fig. 2.2.2. FE-mesh of the analysed weld and the surrounding area of the hull plate and the stiffener web.

3. Thermal analysis

3./. FE-model
The heat conduction equation that is governing the temperature distribution in a body is
obtained by considering the thermal energy balance of an arbitrary volume, which states that
the net rate of heat entering across the surface plus the rate of the heat generated in the
volume equals the rate of energy that is stored within the volume, see Fig. 3.1.1.
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S=Sq+ST

is prescribed on Sy
T is prescribed on ST

Fig. 3.3.1. Volume V with surface boundary S and outer normal unit vector

n=

The thermal energy balance of the volume shown in Fig. 3.3.1 gives the governing differential
equation (3.1.1) for heat conduction [1 I ]:

— pc ,f

qm —

äT

(3.1.1)

=0

where

q = rate of heat generated per volume within the volume, [W/m3]
q = rate of net heat per area across the surface, [W/m2] (1* = (q1 ,q,„q3 ))
p = mass density, [kg/m3]
= specific heat, [J/(kg•°C)]

T = temperature, [T]
t = time, [s]
The heat per area across a surface is given by Fourier's equation (3.1.2):
q = —kVT

(3.1.2)

where
k = thermal conductivity, [W/(m.°C)]
T = temperature, [°C]
The FE-method is a numerical procedure to solve differential equations, performed using
calculus of variations in which the problem is expressed with the quantity to be minimised as
an integral. The FE-solution for the heat conduction is based on finding the temperature field
that minimises the variation in the energy over the entire structure. Multiply equation (3.1.1)
by the variation in temperature (ST and integrate over the entire structure, which gives [9]:

fa[q

divl — pcp

aTdV =0
dt _

(3.1.3)

Which also is expressed in equation (3.1.4):
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fb-Tq''dV — f årdi vIdV — fårpep

OT
dV = 0
at

(3.1.4)

Green-Gauss theorem is used on the second integral in equation (3.1.4), and utilising that bT
is zero on the boundary surface with prescribed temperature ST , yields equation (3.1.5):

aT

fbrq-dV — fed • MS — fy år • ldV — ibTpe p — dV =0
at
s,

(3.1.5)

The surface flux perpendicular to the boundary surface Si, is given by equation (3.1.2), q, is
defined as positive when flowing into the body:
(3.1.6)

1"A = qs

Inserting equations (3.1.2) and (3.1.6) into equation (3.1.5) yields the variational statement of
the energy balance equation (3.1.7) [8]:
Jpc ,,

bTdV + Jvår • kVTdV =

— ibrqsdS

(3.1.7)

v
In the numerical FE-analysis of the heat conduction the weld is built up for each additional
weld pass by the use of the technique to activate the elements in each weld bead at the time
for which the molten weld metal is deposited. This technique for adding elements is provided
in ABAQUS [3]. The boundary condition for the heat transfer coefficient, h, is updated due to
the creation of new free surfaces as the weld beads are being deposited. The heat transfer
analysis takes account of heat losses due to convection as well as radiation, where the
radiation losses dominates for temperatures above 500 °C, i.e. close to the weld, whereas
convection losses dominates for lower temperatures [2,4]. The expression for the heat transfer
coefficient, h, that take account of both convection and radiation losses, i.e. is temperature
dependent, is given by equation (3.1.8):

0.0668T

W /(m 2 •"C)

0.231T —82.1 W /(m2 °C)

0<T<500 "C
T

500

"C

(3.1.8)

Latent heat effects were accounted for by assuming a value of 260 J/kg between the solidus
temperature of 1450 °C and the liquidus temperature 1500 °C. Furthermore, to account for the
convective stirring effects in a molten metal the heat conductivity was increased by
approximately four times at temperatures above the melting point 1450 °C.
The FE-model consists of 6857 8-node axisymmetric heat transfer elements (in ABAQUS
element type DCAX8) and 21388 nodes. The automatic time stepping of ABAQUS is used in
the thermal heat transfer analysis.
The thermal material properties used in the study, the specific heat, cp, and the thermal
conductivity, k, are listed in Appendix A.
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3.2 Heat input from a weld pass
The heat input applied to each weld bead is modelled by imposing a heat flux, D WIm3, to
the individual elements in the weld bead. The amount of heat input to each weld bead is
dependent on the specific weld parameters as voltage U, current I and weld speed vi. The
welding parameters used are shown in Table 3.2.1. A triangular shape of the heat input is
assumed, simulating the approach and descent of the welding torch. The estimation of the heat
input used for a weld pass is outlined in appendix B. The two first weld passes are manual arc
weld, MMAW, whereas the last seven weld passes are submerged arc weld, SAW.
Welding parameters
weld pass no.

current, I
voltage, U
[A]
[V]
/1
1
MMAW
120
/
MMAW
158
23
3
SAW
650
28
4-9
SAW
600
28
Table 3.2.1. Welding parameters for each weld pass

weld speed, v,
[mm/min]
86
141
500
500

The cycle time T, is the total time for the torch to travel around the cylinder, before the
deposit of the next weld bead starts, while At is the duration time for depositing the weld
bead. The duration and cycle times as well as the corresponding heat input to each weld pass
are shown in Table 3.2.2. The heat input for each weld pass in Table 3.2.2 includes an
assumed arc efficiency, 9, of 0.75 and 0.9 for the MMAW weld and the SAW weld,
respectively, [5]. The length of the molten zone, lp, is assumed to be 10 mm for the MMAW
weld, whereas 75 mm is used for the SAW weld.
Duration time, cycle time for a weld pass, heat flux, cross section area and radius for each weld pass
weld pass no.

duration time, At
[s]

1

cycle time , T,

heat flux, D
[W /m3]

[s]

6.9767
4.255
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0

16900
6.340x101°
2
10300
4.545x1e
3
2900
6.989x10'6
4
2900
1.176x1016
5
2900
1.321x1016
6
2900
1.307x101°
7
2900
1.808x1016
8
2900
1.321x10")
9
9.0
2900
1.307x101°
Table 3.2.2. Duration time, cycle time and heat flux for each weld pass.

cross section, A,
[m2]

6.25x1016
12.00x1016
6.25x10-6
34.30x1016
30.52x1016
30.85x10 6
22.30x1016
30.52x1016
30.85x1016

Radius, R,

[nil
3.8638
3.8628
3.8638
3.8613
3.8572
3.8620
3.8613
3.8572
3.8620

3.3. Pre-heat
Prior to any welding the temperature is brought up to a required inter-pass temperature
between 125 °C and 175 °C, by applying heating blankets on the outside of the hull plate and
on one side of the web plate, see Fig. 3.3.1. Those heating blankets are kept throughout the
entire welding procedure; the temperature is also monitored at locations A, B and C. The preheat is incorporated into the FE-model by imposing a surface heat flux, Q1 and Q2, on the
outside of the hull plate and the web plate, respectively. However, the web plate is tack
welded to the hull plate prior to the actual welding procedure. The heat flow across those tack
7

welds is neglected during the build up of the temperature field caused by the pre-heat. This
assumption is reasonable, especially since the web plate also is subjected to heat input.
Consequently, the steady state heat transfer analysis representing the pre-heat is therefore
performed with the hull and web plates disconnected.

pre-heat 01

(1- 300 trim)

Fig. 3.3.1. Area for imposing pre-heat. The temperature is monitored at points A, B and C throughout the
welding procedure. The length of the preheat Q2 is 156 mm.

The pre-heat was implemented as a steady state heat transfer step, prior to any weld bead
deposition. The pre-heat was then held throughout the calculation of all weld beads and is
removed as a last step, after that the last weld pass has been completed. A surface flux of Qi =
4500 W/m2 and Q2 = 3800 W/m2 are used which imposed a steady state temperature of
approximately 125 °C in the weld area, which corresponds to the lower bound of the required
inter-pass temperature. The temperature response at point A is shown in Fig. 3.3.2, where a
temperature peak is seen after each bead deposition, followed by cooling to approximately 23
°C. The temperature is then brought down to the ambient temperature of 20 °C using a steady
state heat transfer step. Those instantaneous temperature steps, the pre-heat and the cooling to
the ambient temperature, will not impose any plastic strain and are therefore possible to
perform as steady state steps. It can also be seen that the interpass temperature increases
slightly after each bead, but is still below the upper bound of 175 °C. The temperature
response at points B and C is similar to the temperature response at point A.
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Fig. 3.3.2. Temperature response throughout the welding procedure at point A.

It is shown in [6] that it is possible to achieve a reduction of the welding induced axial
residual stress by a re-location of the heat source of the pre-heat. Therefore, the heat source
under the weld area, on the outside of the hull plate shown in Fig. 3.3.1, was replaced by two
heat sources, each with a width of 100 mm, located symmetrically on each side of the weld
area, see Fig. 3.3.3.
zalimaillignimumian«
""uneamesimazi
73118'

U.

U
U.

UI
ma
Um
am

""

mmmmmmmmm anamanimmummazzommamonizazzoomr
•
•

-

350 min

pre-heat Q3

I,
Fig. 3.3.3. Area for imposing modified pre-heat. The heat sources on the hull plate are located symmetrically, in
regards to the weld area (only one heat source is shown). The axial length of the surface heat source Q3 is 100
mm.
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The heat source, Q2, on the web plate was kept unchanged. The surface temperature on the
hull plate will be approximately 230 °C, using a surface flux, Q3, of 28000 W/m2. These two
heat sources will impose the minimum required inter-pass temperature of 125 °C, at the weld
area in the hull plate, whereas the minimum required temperature in the web plate is
maintained by the heat source Q2.
The pre-heat according to Fig.3.3.1 is referred to as the "original pre-heat" whereas the preheat according to Fig. 3.3.3 is referred as the "modified pre-heat", when comparing the
residual stress.

4. Structural analysis

4.1 FE-model
Let the traction on the boundary surface, S. be force per unit area T (with components

i = (t1 ,t2,t3 )) and let the body force per unit volume be f (with components f. = (f1 , f2, fi )),
see Fig. 4.1.1.

X3
fo•
X2

tt

n

is prescribed on Su

T is prescribed on So

S=S„+S(5

Fig. 4.1.1. Volume V with surface boundary S and outer normal unit

vector

n = (n1 , n2,121 ) .

The force equilibrium in each direction for the volume shown in Fig. 4.1.1 is given by
equation (4.1.1), with i= 1, 2, 3, without any inertia loads:

ftic/S + ffdV = 0

(4.1.1)

The FE-solution of the stress problem is based on minimising the virtual work done by a
variation of the displacement field by äu„ with ou, equal to zero on the boundary surface S„.
The virtual work is achieved by multiplying equation (4.1.1) by (5u, [10]. The virtual work
statement is expressed in equation (4.1.2)[8):

ffiåuidV + ft,guidS fo-AdV
s,

(4.1.2)

where
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au is the stress tensor
(SEu = (öui,1+åujj)/2
Since the only considered load in this study is the temperature field equation (4.1.2) will be
reduced to equation (4.1.3):
(4.1.3)

fruösudV = 0

The basic concept behind the structural FE-analysis is that the weld beads that have not yet
been deposited are obviously not able to carry any load, and that a weld bead that has just
been deposited begins to carry load first when it has begun to cool off, i.e. a weld bead is
initially strain free. It would therefore be possible to use the technique to activate strain free
elements "element birth", if small deformation theory is used. However, it would be most
unlikely in the case of large deformation theory to introduce an undeformed weld bead to an
already deformed weld shape without distorting the new elements. The shape of the new weld
bead has in this case to be adjusted to an already deformed weld, which could be somewhat
cumbersome. However, an approach to get around this problem, which works both for small
and large deformation theory, is to have all elements in the weld active, but to hold the
elements of the not yet deposited weld beads at a high temperature, Ts. Consequently, those
elements that are held at a high temperature can only carry a small amount of load, and is
therefore considered to have negligible effect on the build up of the residual stress
distribution. At the same time elements in the weld bead that is just being deposited should be
held at the same high temperature until the weld bead has begun to cool off. This modification
of the temperature field, calculated in the thermal analysis and transferred to the structural
analysis, is performed by a user subroutine in ABAQUS, during the structural analysis; i.e. no
additional heat transfer is modelled to truncate the temperature at the temperature Ts. An
effect of this approach is that not yet deposited weld beads could be considered as strain-free,
even if some plastic strain is accumulated in those not yet deposited weld beads during the
previous weld passes [2].
The FE-mesh for the structural model is identical to that used for the thermal analysis,
except that the element type is an axisymmetric structural element (in ABAQUS element type
CAX8), with full integration. The elements for the weld beads that have not yet been
deposited are held at a temperature, Ts, of 1200 °C, at which the yield stress is so low that it in
turn imposes a low capacity to carry load, Ts is referred to as the softening temperature. The
"birth-time" of an element is the time at which the weld bead is started being deposited until
the time, at which it is starting to carry load, i.e. the element is activated at this "birth-time".
Furthermore, since all elements are active in this study, the elements in the weld bead that is
under depositing must also be kept at this softening temperature during 80 % of the duration
time, simulating that a weld bead should not carry any load until it begins to cool off. A
"birth-time" of the elements in the deposited weld bead of 60 9o, 80 % or 90 % of the duration
time has no effect on the residual stress. The reason for this is that the temperature of the
elements in the weld bead is still so high that it will only carry a low load, even at a "birthtime" of 90 %. The structure is initially assumed to be strain free at 20 °C.
The temperature distribution used in the structural FE-model of the reinforced cylinder with

r/t = 2968 is the same as the temperature distribution calculated for the previous cylinder with
r/t = 111. However, the interpass temperature between two consecutive weld passes could
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approximately be 15 °C lower for a cylinder with r/t = 2968, compared with a cylinder with
r/t = Ill, since the same weld speed is assumed. This difference in the inter-pass temperature
is assumed to have a negligible impact on the build up of the weld residual stress.
The temperature distribution used in the structural FE-analysis of the plane strain condition
is calculated with a heat transfer element (in ABAQUS element type DC2D8), using the same
duration time, cycle time and heat input as for the cylinder, see Table 3.2.2. However, in
addition to the boundary conditions shown in Fig. 2.2.1 one node on the axially restrained end
surface is also restrained in the radial direction during the structural analysis of the plane
plate. The structural FE-model consists of the plane strain element (in ABAQUS element type
CPE8). Consequently, plane strain condition can not capture the start and the end state of the
plate, since plane stress conditions prevail on the end surfaces. However, it is shown in [7]
that the weld residual stress is only influenced by the end conditions within a distance of
approximately 100 to 150 mm from the end surface.
Small deformation theory has been used in this analysis since small difference, between
large and small deformation theory, was noted on the residual stress [2]. Furthermore, the
small difference between small and large deformation theory on the residual stress was also
verified in [6].
A linear termo-elastic material model is used in the study together with von Mises' yield
criterion and associated flow rule together with kinematic hardening and a bilinear relation
between stress and strain. The stress-strain curve, at 20 °C, is measured for both the base
metal WELDOX 700 EM and the weld metal AtomArc 12018M2.
The mechanical material properties used in this study, Young's modulus, E. Poission's ratio,
o, and the thermal expansion, a, for the base metal as well as for the weld metal are listed in
Appendix A.

4.2. Structural response from a weld pass
The weld residual stress is induced by the expansion of the material, during the deposit of a
weld bead, followed by a contraction during the subsequent cooling. To illustrate this the
temperature and component stresses, at a point under the first weld bead into the hull plate,
has been plotted during the first 60 s of the depositing of the first weld bead, see Fig. 4.2.1.
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Fig. 4.2.1. Component stresses and temperature during the first 60 s of the first weld pass, at a location under the
first bead.

The material surrounding the weld area will first yield in compression during the heating
from a weld pass, followed by yielding in tension due to the subsequent cooling.

5. Comparing axial stress under the weld toes
The axial residual stress component is plotted along line A and line B for the case of
reinforced cylinders with r/t of I 1 1 and 2968, respectively, using original pre-heat as defined
in section 3.3. (For definition of lines A and B, see Fig. 2.2.2). Those stress components are
compared with the corresponding stress component for the case of a plane plate, i.e. plane
strain condition. There is a pronounced difference in the distribution of those stresses near the
weld toe, see Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. A reinforced cylinder with nit-ratio of 2968 tends to the plane
strain condition, but can still not be treated as a flat plate. The main cause of the differences in
the axial stress distribution between the cylinder and the plane plate is the radial constraint of
the cylindrical structure. The cylinder will grow radially due to the local heating from the
welding, but in contrast to a plane plate the cylinder possesses resistance to bending.
Consequently, this local radial growth will superimpose an elastic compressive stress around
the weld area on the inside of the hull plate during the welding. This stress will be somewhat
relaxed when the cylinder has cooled off to the ambient temperature of 20 °C, which in turn
will increase the axial residual stress. The original pre-heat will enhance the compressive
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stress on the inside of the hull plate during the welding process, compared with the case of no
pre-heat being used. This will in turn lead to an increased axial residual stress after finished
welding when the original pre-heat has been used, compared with the case without pre-heat.
It has been shown in [6] that a way to reduce the axial residual stress is to superimpose an
elastic tensile stress on the inside of the hull plate during the welding process. This would be
possible to accomplish by cooling the weld area during the welding process. However, this is
not an acceptable procedure, as the purpose with the pre-heat is to increase the diffusibility of
hydrogen. Another way to reduce the axial residual stress is to move the heating blankets on
the outside of the hull plate away from the weld area, i.e. the modified pre-heat, see Fig. 3.3.3.
The surface temperature on the hull plate is increased to approximately 230 °C, which will
impose a temperature of approximately 125 °C in the welding area, as the prescribed interpass temperature. The axial residual stress distribution for the cylinder with the rir ratio of 111
is also included in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. The axial residual stress will be reduced, but not all the
way down to the plane strain condition, or to a cylinder with rir of 2968, both with original
pre-heat. The difference in the axial stress distribution in the vicinity of the two weld toes is
probably due to the order in which they are deposited, the last weld bead is deposited is on the
same side as line A.
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--• axisym. rit= 2968,original pre-heat
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Fig. 5.1. Axial residual stress along line A.
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6. Discussion
The present study deals with welding-induced residual stress in a ferritic material, which
experiences phase transformations affecting the residual stress field. However, it is argued
that for a multi-pass weld the repeated heating and cooling the material in the HAZ will lead
to a relaxation of the effects of phase transformations in the residual stress field [2]. The FEanalysis of the welding process does not take into account to the fact that the material around
the actual weld at finished condition is a compound of base and filler metal. At room
temperature the yield stress is 690 MPa for the base metal and 825 MPa for the weld metal.
Nevertheless, large differences between an axisymmetric versus a plane strain condition
remains. The residual stress introduced during the bending of the hull plate is not incorporated
in the FE-analysis. However, any residual stress that remains from the bending of the hull
plate will be relaxed at least to a distance of approximately 3 mm into the hull plate, due to
the fact that the submerged weld will penetrate the base material to this depth in the hull plate.
Consequently, the residual stress close to the weld toe is due to the welding process itself. The
calculation shows that there is a difference in the axial residual stress near the weld toe
between a cylinder and a plane plate. Even a cylinder with a radius to plate thickness of 2968
can still not be considered as a plane plate. However, a cylinder with an infinite radius to plate
thickness should coincide with a plane strain condition.
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7. Conclusions
The welding induced axial residual stress for a full penetration T-butt joint weld in a
reinforced cylinder with a ratio of radius to plate thickness of 111 is almost 2 times higher at a
distance of 1.25 mm beneath the weld toe, compared with a plane plate. The differences in the
axial residual stress distribution between the cylinder and the plane plate originate from the
radial constraint of the cylinder, compared with that of a plane plate. During welding the
cylinder will expand radially due to the local heating from the weld passes and pre-heat, but
contrary to a plane plate the cylinder is 'much stiffer in bending'. Consequently, this local
radial growth will impose a compressive stress around the weld area on the inside of the hull
plate as well as a tension stress on its outside during welding. The compressive stress will be
somewhat relaxed after completed welding, when the cylinder is cooled to the ambient
temperature of 20 °C, which in turn will subject the plastic zone of the weld area to a tensile
stress which increases the axial residual stress near the weld toe. However, the axial residual
stress would have been reduced after completed welding if the weld had been located on the
outside of the hull plate. A way to reduce the axial residual stress is to impose a tensile stress
around the weld area during the entire welding procedure and to remove this tensile stress
after the weld is completed.
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Appendix A Thermal and mechanical material properties
The chemical composition of the base material, WELDOX 700 EM, is shown in Table Al,
the density, p, is 7840 kg/m3.
C
Si
Mn
P
Cr
Ni
Mo
Ti
Al
Cu
.101 .241 .882 .010 .001 .442 1.249 .371 .180 .003 .066
Table Al. Chemical composition in weigh percent of WELDOX 700 EM

V
.008

Nb

.012

Co
.016

Zr

Sn

.004

.009

The specific heat and thermal conductivity of the base and weld metal are shown in Tables
A2 and A3, respectively.
Specific heat of the base and weld metal
Specific heat, c,,
[ J/(kg °C) ]
20
460
100
490
200
520
300
560
400
610
500
680
Table A2. Specific heat of the base metal and
the weld metal.
Temperature, T
[° C]

Thennal conductivity of the base and weld metal
Temperature, T
thermal conductivity, k
[" C ]
[ VV/(m oc)]
20
37.0
100
40.0
200
38.0
300
38.0
400
37.0
500
35.0
550
34.0
600
32.7
650
31.7
700
30.3
750
27.8
800
26.0
850
26.0
900
26.4
950
26.8
1000
27.2
1050
28.1
1100
28.5
1150
29.3
1200
29.7
1450
34.0
1500
120.0
3000
120.0
Table A3. Thermal conductivity of the base metal and
the weld metal.
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Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the base and weld metal are shown in Table A4.

Young's Modulus and Poisson's ratio of the base and weld metal
Temperature, T
Young's modulus, E
Poisson's ratio, v
["C ]
[GPa]
[-1
20
210
0.296
100
205
0.311
200
198
0.330
300
190
0.349
400
182
0.367
500
174
0.386
1000
64
0.480
/0
1200
0.480
5000
20
0.480
Table A4. Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the base and weld metal

The stress-strain hardening of the base and weld metal are shown in Tables A5 and A6,
respectively.
base metal
Temperature T
Stress at 0 plastic strain
IC]
[ MPa ]
20
700
500
600
900
70
1200
40
Table A5. Hardening of the base metal

Stress at 0.5 plastic strain
[ MPa ]
730
625
80
48

weld metal
Temperature T
Stress at 0 plastic strain
["C]
[MPa]
20
825
500
600
900
70
1200
40
Table A6. Hardening of the weld metal.

Stress at 0.5 plastic strain
[MPa]
840
625
80
48

The thermal expansion, a, of the base and weld metal is shown in Table A7.
Thermal expansion of the base and weld metal
Temperature, T
Thermal expansion, a
["C]
[le 1°C]
100
12.3
200
12.8
300
13.3
400
13.8
500
14.2
Table A7. Thermal expansion of the base and weld metal
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Appendix B Estimation of the heat input in a weld pass
The heat input into a weld is:

Q=

UI

[Jim]

(B1)

where

U = voltage
I = current
v =travel speed of the weld wire
= arc efficiency
The arc efficiency for a manual weld, MMAW, and submerged weld, SAW, is assumed to
0.75 and 0.9, respectively [5].
The total energy of a weld weld pass is:

E„„ = QvT, = UITN

[.11

(B2)

where

Ti= total time for a weld pass to travel around the cylinder
vT, = consumed length of the weld wire during one weld pass
and the total time for a weld pass is:

T = 2zRi
vi

[s]

(B3)

where

R, = mean radius of weld bead # ( = 1, 2, .....9)
v, = travel speed of the heat source for weld pass # i (lower speed than v)
A triangular shape of the heat input is assumed, simulating the approach and going away of
the welding torch, see Fig. Bl.
[wirni
1.)

t,

Es]

Fig. Bl. Duration time, At, of the heat input during a weld pass.
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The heat input is given by equation (B4):
5_At/2

At /2

_ At— t
D — At

(B4)

At/2<t

At <t

0
where

q = rate of heat generated per volume, [W/m3]
D = peak value of the rate of heat generated within weld bead # i, [W/m3] ( i = 1, 2, .., 9)
dt = duration time of weld bead # j , [s]
t = time, [s]
The total energy, E10, , applied to a weld pass can also be expressed as:

= fqmclty

(B5)

[J]

where
V; = total volume of weld bead # i (=27E-Riiii)
Ai = cross-section of weld bead # i
The total energy per volume that is applied to a weld pass is:

Sq'clt = At D
2

[I/m3]

(B6)

An estimation of the total energy per volume that is applied to a weld pass, combining
equations (B2) and (B6), could be expressed as:

E„„ _ At p

V-

(B7)

2

The duration time, At, could be estimated to the time it takes the torch to travel the distance of
the molten zone, /„. For a submerged arc weld the length of the molten zone could be
estimated to be between 50 to 75 mm, whereas for a manual arc weld the length of the molten
zone is of the size of the diameter of the electrode, or up to 10 mm:
At =

(B8)
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To achieve appropriate relation between the duration time /It and the heat flux per volume
D, the temperature field has to be correlated to a micrograph of the weld. A notable change in
the microstructure is seen at a temperature of approximately 750 °C. It is therefore feasible to
correlate the distance from the weld profile to the location in the FE-model, which
corresponds to a maximum temperature throughout the entire welding procedure of 750 °C.
For the addressed weld in this study the distance from the weld profile for 750 °C is
approximately 5 mm (measured in the micrograph). The correlation between the temperature
field in the FE-model and the micrograph is achieved by varying the duration time, At, and the
heat flux per volume, D, while keeping the total amount of input energy per unit volume
constant, i.e. keeping AtDI2 constant. The effect on the temperature response by varying the
duration time and heat flux is illustrated in Fig. B2 by monitoring the temperature response at
a point in the hull plate a few millimetres under the first weld bead. A shorter duration time
will increase the maximum temperature, compared with a longer duration time
The duration times and heat fluxes used for the illustrating of the relation between the
duration time and heat flux are shown in Table Bl.
Duration time and heat flux for the first weld pass
duration time, At
[s]
0.5At

heat input, D
[W/m31

5.48305

At

10.9661

1.5A1

16.4493

constant, C
[Nm/m31

3.742x1 0m

10.2588x101°

1.87x10m

10.2588x101°

1.24733x10I°
10.2588x101°
Table Bl. Duration time, cycle time and heat flux for each weld pass.
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Fig. B2. The temperature response as a function of the duration time at a point 3.6 mm under the first weld bead
during the first 80 s of the first weld pass. (The temperature response is without any pre-heat, since the initial
temperature starts at 20 °C)
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The shorter duration time will lead to a shift in the maximum temperature profile down into
the plate, which is illustrated in Fig. B3 by plotting the maximum temperature along a line
starting at the weld profile at the first weld bead. A shorter duration time will lead to a higher
maximum temperature further away from the weld bead.

1600

1400

1200

800

600

400
25

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

65

distance from the weld profile [mm]
Fig. B3. The maximum temperature distribution under the first weld bead during the first weld pass as a function
of the duration time. (The temperature distribution corresponds to the temperature response in Fig. B2)
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A note on improved specimens for circumferential weld tests
Berth Eriksson
Kockums AB, Malmö, Sweden

Per Ståhle
Solid Mechanics, Malmö University, Sweden

Abstract

A modified specimen for evaluation of circumferential welds is proposed. Common
practice for welds of very large cylindrical structures is to certify the weld on a test specimen
identical to a short segment of the real structure. For very large diameters the segment of a
cylinder is virtually flat and plane plates are de facto used. The neglected curvature of the
cylinder segment allows unrestrained thermal bending perpendicular to the axis of the
cylinder, which reduces the residual stresses in the plane perpendicular to the cylinder axis.
Recent FE-analyses have shown an underestimate of the residual stresses of the real structure
with around 20 %, which may increase to around 90 % in combination with preheating. This
note suggests that curved test specimens should improve the accuracy of the testing
drastically. Stiffnesses are presented for different thickness versus cylinder radius and
vanishing segment length. Also limit results are examined. The analysis is simplified to allow
for analytical treatment. A requirement on the length of the segment is not given in definite
measures but rough estimates of reasonable specimen sizes are proposed.
1 Introduction

To secure production procedures it is necessary to evaluate a resulting weld in terms of
residual stress and strength. Welding introduces residual stress originating from the heating,
melting and cooling of material [1]. Welding of a full size specimen is often both expensive
and time consuming. Therefore a smaller test specimen is usually used. In ship building, when
qualifying procedures for welding of hull stiffeners, the normal procedure is to select a plate
representing an angular sector of the hull as shown in Fig. I. Because of the large hull radius
to plate height (typically 100:1) the curvature of the plate is assumed to be insignificant and
therefore plane plates are used. However, large differences between axisymmetric and plane
strain cases have been reported [2, 31. As much as 90 % larger stress can be expected for the
axisymmetric case. Thus, the test may give a false impression of the state of the weld in the
axisymmetric case. This observation is especially pronounced in connection with preheating.
The source of the differences is assumed to be the resistance to bending across the cylinder
axis (cf. [21). Seemingly the deformation during the preheating is suppressed by the
cylindrical geometry (see Figs. 1 a and b). The purpose of the preheating is to avoid hydrogen
induced fracture both immediately after the welding and later when the structure is exposed to
load.
One remedy to this could be a modified distribution of the preheat as proposed by Eriksson
[3]. The modified preheat distribution secure sufficient temperature but by applying higher
temperatures at some distance from the weld region the undesired deformation modes are
avoided.
The present note discusses the possibility to reduce this effect by using curved test
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specimens. The curvature and the plate thickness are assumed to be same as for the cylindrical
hull of interest. Different ratios of lengths versus radius of the hull are examined with respect
to stiffness.

2 Test procedure
This paper discusses testing of any thin walled structure. The weld is supposed to be
circumferential. However, here an example of practical interest is roughly described. Consider
a cylinder with reinforcing stiffeners. A cylindrical part with an inner radius of 3865 mm is
supplied with stiffeners with a geometry according to Fig. 2. The length of the cylinder is of
the same order as the radius.
Tests are performed on segments of this cylinder with geometry according to Fig. 3.
Different segment lengths are considered. Each length is expected to underestimate the stress
of the real structure. Both real structure and test specimen are preheated by application of long
slender heaters as is shown in Fig. 3. The heaters are applied before welding. The welding
starts when the temperature in the vicinity of the weld is stabilised at 125°C. The preheat is
kept throughout the entire welding procedure, and is removed once the last weld bead has
been deposited. Totally nine weld beads are applied as shown in Fig. 4. Then both test
specimens are left to cool just as for done when the cylindrical structure.

3 The Model
A thin walled cylindrical structure of arbitrary dimensions with a weld or applied preheat is
considered. The circumferential weld or preheat is applied simultaneously around the entire
perimeter, i.e. there are no dependencies on 19 (cf. Fig. 5). The local heating from the weld
passes and preheat will wrench the cylinder as the cylindrical structure possesses resistance to
bend due to the radial constraint of the cylinder for bending modes, in contrast to that of a
plane plate, see Fig. 1. The residual strains will create stresses in the material. To find the
stresses an elastic analysis has to be made. This presumably requires a time consuming 3D
numerical treatment that the authors wish to avoid here. The thermal load is therefore
represented by a stress gradient giving a distributed residual bending moment, m„t3/12, as
shown in Fig. 5. A coordinate system is introduced with its origin at the centre of the
curvature. At the mean perimeter of the cylinder r = R as shown in Fig. 5. The stress gradient
m„ = do- I dr . Under the load the specimen bends to relax the bending moment created by m„.
This produces a stress gradient m = 9cr I dx in the x-direction. A coordinate z parallel with the
x-axis is defined by

z R(1— cose ,

(1)

where eis defined in Fig. 5. A coordinate, j, parallel with the r axis is defined by

;=R—r .

(2)

Now the stress at an arbitrary point is written as follows
02

= —m(z + 5- cos 6) — m„‘ + o- = —m[9- +

2

2

(R — ‘)] — m,s + cs, + 0(6)4 as 9 --> 0, (3)

where o-N is a constant normal stress acting in the cross section. Equilibrium requires the total
force and moment to vanish in the cross section. As a consequence of the following equations
are obtained
2 crd
/2

(4a)

d = 0 ,

f /2/2 (z+;cos 650-d Rd = 0 ,

(4b)

t

where «, is defined in Fig. 5.

4 Results and discussion
The equations are solved numerically by using a series expansion around 90= 0. The limiting
result of (4a) and (4b) for small angles 00 becomes

mR6 2, —6o-,

=0

(Sa)

,
2

2 2

t [00 (2m+m0 )-6(m+nio )1+120-NRO0 =0 .

(5b)

Elimination of m and o'N give the following solution for the stresses in the cross section:
(6)

"

12

In the middle of the plate, i.e. at 9= 0 this reads

(7)
where w equals the length RO, , i.e. the half width of the tested segment. This result is
compared with the stress cro imposed by the residual bending moment mo, i.e.

= — mo
2

(8)

which is the stress that will occur in the welded cylinder. Note that the stress field given by m0
is self-equilibrating meaning that m and o-N vanish. Therefore the ratio alo-0 is of interest. The
form of the small segment approximation (small angles 00 and j= t/2 ) is

0-

w2
a
) •
3tR 2R

(9)

The result is that the stress in the test specimen and in the real structure coincide if the half
width of the tested segment is

3

=

3tR 2
= -73tR(l +
R—t12

R))

as t1R

0

(10)

Figure 6 shows both the numerical result and the result given by (9) with the assumption that

t « R. As observed, stress in the cross section increases rapidly with increasing plate width.
Both numerical and analytical results predict that stresses in the cylinder coincide with the
stresses in the test specimen for a half width given by (10). This means for a cylinder with the
radius R = 4 m and wall thickness t = 35 mm that the length of the specimen needs to be 2w =
2R8D z; 130 cm. The numerical result has a maximum value o/cc, of 1.09, located at the half
segment width, w 96 cm.
A few problems are anticipated in connection with this procedure. Firstly the constraint of
very short segments may be insufficient to model the cylindrical structure with sufficient
accuracy. Secondly there is a risk of a sudden change of main bending direction to bending
around an axis perpendicular to the axis of cylinder as shown in Fig. I. This risk increases
with decreasing segment length. Thirdly the sensitivity to fabrication inaccuracy is large. The
tolerance must be a fraction of the difference in distance to a plane between the midsection of
the segment as compared with its ends. The difficulty becomes obvious by appreciating that
this difference is less than 53 mm for a segment of length 1.3 m of a cylinder having a
diameter of 8 m.

5 Conclusions
A solution is proposed to a problematic test procedure, which underestimates the residual
stress of a welded cylindrical structure.
Residual stresses of a cylinder is compared with a curved plate. Numerical calculations and
a series expansion give similar results for test specimens with widths of practical interest.
A simple formula (10) give the necessary width of the test specimen to produce relevant
residual stress after welding. A reasonable width, 1.3 m, is found for an 8 m cylinder with a
35 mm wall thickness. The width is reasonable in the sense that specimens of practical use
can be selected.
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Fig. I bending at elevated temperatures during welding a) above, plane plate as undeformed b) below, a cross
section of axisymmetric structure. The cross section is rectangular as undeformed. Deformation is exaggerated.
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Fig. 2 The geometry of a cylindrical hull and stiffeners, dimension in [mm].
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Fig. 3 A plane test specimen.
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Fig. 4 Cross section showing the weld beads.
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Fig. 5 The assumed distributed residual bending moment a) in the cylinder, m„, and b) in the cylindrical segment,
in„, distributed along the segment in the tangential direction and a superimposed moment in that maintain
equilibrium of the specimen.
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Fig. 6 The ratio of the stress in the test specimen and the real structure, 01(4 , as a function of the half width, w,
of the test specimen.
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